DNA Testing For Unknown Ancestor Mysteries
By Michelle Leonard

Before affordable DNA testing for genealogical purposes burst onto the scene in recent years many family history mysteries were simply filed away in the unsolvable drawer. DNA testing has opened up a whole new world of possibility for adoptees and those with unknown parentage mysteries and by unknown parentage mysteries I'm not only referring to an unknown parent but perhaps an unknown grandparent or even great grandparent as in the case of Jack Ridley. DNA testing has become the logical next step for those faced with brick walls such as a grandfather's birth certificate with a blank next to the father's name. It is a very powerful tool that can be used to try to reconnect biological family members in the here and now as well as unlock secrets from the past whose answers we thought had died with those who kept them.

DNA testing is not a magic bullet, however, and can't be used in isolation. Some people will get lucky with a close match that solves their mystery as soon as they test but for most a lot of hard work is on the horizon. I like to think of DNA as another tool in the genealogist's varied toolbox and it needs to be used in conjunction with traditional research to get the best results. Before deciding to test people also must be aware, and make those they ask to test aware, that surprises are possible. Many test in order to try to solve the riddle of an NPE but for some the act of taking the test itself is what informs them they have an NPE in the first place. NPE stands for non-paternity event although I much prefer to call it "not the parent expected". DNA is scrupulously honest and, while the percentage of people who discover an NPE is small, everyone should be prepared for the possibility they may receive answers they are not expecting.

So, like Jack Ridley, you have a recent mystery in your tree and you decide your next step is DNA testing. Which tests are available and which would best help you with your mystery? There are three different types of test on the market today; autosomal DNA tests, Y-Chromosome (Y-DNA) tests and Mitochondrial (MtDNA) tests. In recent years autosomal tests have become the most popular but all have their own merits and limitations.

Autosomal DNA Tests

Autosomal DNA is a mix of the DNA you inherited from all of your ancestral lines but due to the way it recombines as it is passed down some DNA from your most distant ancestors drops off each generation. This means autosomal DNA is limited to the past 5-7 generations and is also why testing older generations is so crucial - they have more of your ancestors’ autosomal DNA than you do. While this filtering out of older DNA is a limitation of autosomal testing, it is also part of why it can be so useful for recent family history mysteries. You inherit 50% of your autosomal DNA from your mother and 50% from your father so if you were adopted or have a recent unknown ancestor autosomal DNA testing is crucial and should be your first port of call if you want to use DNA to solve your mystery.
**Y-DNA Tests**

Only men have a Y-chromosome which is passed down from father to son along a continuous male line and, therefore, Y-DNA tests can only be taken by men. The limitation of a Y-DNA test is that it only tests one of your ancestral lines - your direct paternal line. You have sixteen lines stemming from your great great grandparents and an autosomal test can cover all of these while a Y-DNA test only covers one. The advantages of Y-DNA testing, however, are that the particular line it covers is the line that carries your surname and it can reach much further back in time than autosomal. If your mystery is on a line for which you have a Y-DNA tester (a man who shares the Y-chromosome of the mystery man) I would recommend Y-DNA testing in addition to autosomal DNA testing as there is a chance it could identify a surname. If, for instance, out of your top ten Y-DNA matches seven of them have the surname Campbell, there’s a good chance your mystery man was a Campbell too. This is a huge clue. There is only a 10-15% chance of identifying a surname in this way at the moment but if you don’t test you will never know and that percentage will rise over time as more people enter the database. Unfortunately female adoptees and females with unknown fathers cannot utilise Y-DNA testing but don’t think Y-DNA is only useful for your direct paternal line as it can help you with any mystery male ancestor so long as you can find an appropriate Y-DNA tester for that line.

**Mitochondrial DNA Tests**

Mitochondrial DNA, like Y-DNA, also only covers one line of your tree - the direct female line. There is, however, no gender limitation on who can take this test as both males and females inherit mitochondrial DNA from their mothers (males just don’t pass it on). The main difference with an MitDNA test is the fact that your direct female line usually changes surname every generation due to marriage and as such this test cannot give clues that point to a particular surname in the way a Y-DNA test might. MitDNA testing tends to be most useful when examining a hypothesis and, due to how slowly it mutates, is usually the least genealogically useful of the three tests – you can have an exact MitDNA match that is many hundreds of years back in time. It is certainly worth considering, though, if your mystery is on a direct female line you can test or you are an adoptee as it can help to cross-reference your MitDNA haplogroup with close autosomal matches if they have also tested their MitDNA.

**Testing Companies**

The three main companies who offer DNA testing for genealogy are AncestryDNA, FamilyTreeDNA and 23andMe. AncestryDNA only offer autosomal testing while FamilyTreeDNA is the only company that offers Y-DNA and MitDNA matching databases as well as an autosomal one. FamilyTreeDNA have also recently reintroduced autosomal transfers making it free to transfer into their autosomal database and only $19 to unlock their ethnicity estimate and tools such as their chromosome browser. Be aware that due to differences in the testing chips between
Ancestry and FamilyTreeDNA you will see much fewer matches than if you tested with them on a standalone basis but if you transfer you are eligible for a reduced price FamilyTreeDNA kit if you wish to re-test there to gain all of the lower level matches they may have to offer. 23andMe offer an autosomal test which also gives you basic Y-DNA and MtDNA haplogroup information as well as certain health reports. As 23andMe have a focus on health many people test there solely for the health information and not for genealogy purposes. It is more expensive than the other two and unfortunately they offer an Ancestry-only test at a much cheaper price in the US but not internationally. Two new players have also recently entered the marketplace; MyHeritage and Living DNA. MyHeritage have just started selling their own kits so it will be some time before they are a major player but in time they will have a unique database that those seeking to solve a mystery shouldn't ignore. For now, though, it is possible to upload your raw data to MyHeritage for free if you have tested elsewhere. Living DNA is a new UK-based company and their test includes Y-DNA (male testers only) and MtDNA information as well as a more detailed regional breakdown of your ethnicity. Be aware that they don't currently have a matching database although one has been promised in the near future.

All of the different testing companies have their own pros and cons but when you are testing to solve a mystery you have to think in terms of getting into the largest databases as the larger the database the more chance you have of hitting upon a close enough match to aid your search. Entry to a matching database showing all of the other people who have tested with whom you share DNA is the most crucial thing you receive with your results. You also get an ethnicity estimate from an autosomal test and haplogroup assignments from Y-DNA and MtDNA tests but while ethnicity estimates and haplogroups can be useful when dealing with unknown parentage, you will really want to concentrate on these matching databases as the key to solving your mystery. My top recommendation for those with an adoption or unknown parentage mystery is to get themselves into as many of the major autosomal databases as they can afford to. It's like going on a fishing trip and not knowing which pond your big fish might be swimming in; if you are fishing in them all then you won't miss out on landing your personal big fish. AncestryDNA has by far the largest database now with over 3 million testers so I recommend testing there first then transferring into FTDNA to get your top matches in their database (remembering if you want all the matches available you will have to upgrade your test). I also highly recommend uploading your DNA to Gedmatch.com as soon as you receive your AncestryDNA results. Gedmatch is a fantastic and free volunteer-run website that allows matching between those who have tested at all the major companies and also, in my opinion, offers the best tools for working with your DNA. I find it invaluable in my work. Finally 23andMe also have a large database so if your mystery is no closer to being solved after testing at AncestryDNA and uploading to FamilyTreeDNA, Gedmatch and MyHeritage then I would encourage you to also test at 23andMe in order to have complete coverage of the databases on offer.

When your results arrive check your match list and start working with your highest matches first. You want to find or compile family trees for these matches. In many cases this will require contacting people and hoping they will be willing to help. This can be daunting and there may well be disappointments and frustrations if close matches don't respond. Try not to get discouraged. Take screenshots of the trees of all close matches in case they decide to make them private at some point and you
lose that information. If you don’t have a tree of your own to compare to the trees of your matches the most important thing you can do is identify the other people on your list that also match your highest matches and see if you can work out how they match each other! The line on which they match each other is almost certainly the line they match you on. If you can narrow their connection down to a particular ancestor or ancestral couple it’s likely they are also your ancestors depending on the amount of DNA you share with the matches. You need to familiarise yourself with the amounts of DNA different cousin relationships could share with each other; consult the Shared cM Project and ISOGG’s autosomal DNA statistics page to learn about this. Once you are sure you’ve identified a common ancestor or ancestral couple you need to build that line forward to identify potential grandparents, parents etc via age and location. Then comes the really tricky part – asking people on the line you think may contain your close relatives to test. You need to think carefully about how to initiate this contact and have a support network on hand. It’s important to understand that how successful you will be is totally dependent on whether or not close enough relatives have tested yet - by close enough I don’t mean a parent or a sibling, which of course is the jackpot for an unknown parent mystery, but a first, second or third cousin match. Some will find they don’t have close enough matches to begin with but more and more people are testing on a daily basis and match lists are constantly updating so closer matches can come along at any point.

Jack Ridley’s Mystery; who should he test?

Here’s a hypothetical family tree for a situation like Jack’s:

*Percentages: these demonstrate the amount of DNA each person shares with ONE of the mystery great grandparents e.g. the mystery great grandparents themselves have 100% of their own DNA and each passed 50% of that down to their son. Their great grandson Jack inherited around 12.5% from each of them. The 25% and 12.5% percentages are approximate; DNA is not passed down in in such exact amounts outside of parent/child relationships (e.g. you could get 23% from one grandparent and 27% from the other but overall these numbers are a reasonable guide).
With a case like this we’re not looking for extremely close matches – we need first cousins¹rem or more likely second or third cousins (full, half or removed) as those are the closest matches that could descend from the mystery great grandparents. We can see from the chart that Jack shares approximately 12.5% with each of his mystery great grandparents so that means that around 25% of his DNA came from them combined. So far only Jack has tested meaning the combined 25% of their DNA that he has inherited from them himself is all he has to work with and since 75% of his DNA does not pertain to them a large number of his matches won’t be relevant to identifying who they were. His matches will be a mix of people related to him on all of his lines. Think of his tree in terms of quarters – there’s the paternal grandfather’s quarter, the paternal grandmother’s quarter, the maternal grandfather’s quarter and the maternal grandmother’s quarter. In this situation we want to eliminate the matches from the three other quarters that he already knows about in order to pinpoint the ones from the mystery quarter he doesn’t. How do we go about that though? Well firstly we have to identify as many matches as we can on the other three quarters! The more DNA that can be attributed to them the easier it will be to assign matches to the mystery quarter. This can be done by identifying matches who have already tested but by far the easiest way to do it is to proactively test other close relatives yourself if possible.

So which relatives on his tree should Jack concentrate on trying to test?

**Maternal Grandfather:** Jack’s maternal grandfather would be by far the best tester since all 100% of his DNA came from the two mystery great grandparents. This means every single match on his list would be related to the two mystery lines. If he was able to test not only would we have many more relevant matches to work with but a huge amount of work that needs to be done to eliminate matches who are related on the wrong lines on Jack’s list could be avoided. Sadly Jack, like most people in his situation, does not have his maternal grandfather to test so this is not possible. My rule is always look to test the generation closest to the mystery first but if that’s not possible then move down to the next generation instead e.g. If you don’t have your maternal grandfather to test then look to his children.

**Mother/Aunt/Half Uncle:** Since he does not have his maternal grandfather to test his mother and her siblings are his next best testers as they all received double the amount of DNA he did from the mystery great grandparents. They inherited around 25% from each of them meaning 50% of their DNA is relevant to the mystery. He should aim to test them all if possible as this will give him much more of the mystery great grandparents’ DNA to work with and the more of their DNA he has to work with, the better chance he has of obtaining matches that could help solve the mystery. Testing his half uncle in particular should be a priority; testing a half-sibling on the right side in a mystery situation like this is even better than testing a full sibling! Half-siblings share around 25% with each other as opposed to 50% for full siblings but in this situation all of the DNA the half uncle shares with Jack, his mother or his aunt will have come from his maternal grandfather and therefore directly from the mystery great grandparents. Testing a full maternal aunt/uncle is also very useful as it will give him more DNA to work with but it won’t narrow matches down specifically to his mystery line as any matches he shares with his aunt could also stem from his maternal grandmother’s line. He may not have his mother or her siblings to test either though and, in that case, he should move down to his first
cousins and half first cousins. Again all the DNA he shares with his half first cousins came directly from the mystery couple.

**Father:** If he doesn’t have his mother to test then in terms of narrowing down his own matches his father is one of the most important people to be tested if possible. He is unrelated to the mystery grandparents but 50% of Jack comes from his father and by testing him all the matches that are on his paternal side can be eliminated in one go. This is very simple to do once his father’s results enter the system; he can just check his match list against his father’s and anyone who matches his father can be eliminated from the search. Those that don’t match his father will be maternal matches that could either be on his mystery line or his maternal grandmother’s line but at least using his father’s results he will have narrowed them down that far. If he doesn’t have his father to test other close paternal relatives such as paternal aunts, uncles or first cousins can still narrow many of his matches down in this way.

**Maternal Grandmother:** You might think testing those on his maternal grandmother’s side who share 0% with the mystery ancestors won’t help but you’d be wrong! If Jack was lucky enough to have his maternal grandmother herself to test he could eliminate all matches that stem from her and that would help enormously with pinpointing those who stem from the mystery side especially if he also had his father tested too. If he doesn’t have her to test he can still eliminate many of these matches by testing her siblings (his grand aunts/uncles) or their children (first cousins1xrem) or grandchildren (second cousins). Note that as he’ll share less DNA with each successive generation the number of matches he’ll be able to eliminate by testing them will decrease accordingly too.

I liken DNA testing for genealogy mysteries to trying to complete a giant jigsaw puzzle - the more important pieces you can place on the board yourself, the easier it will be to identify other key pieces and build the jigsaw.

Finally educating yourself about DNA testing for genealogy is of great importance. There are so many helpful blogs, books and groups out there; try to take advantage of them all. If you’re confused about something seek out some answers! The ISOGG wiki is a fabulous resource you should become familiar with. I recommend reading all of the excellent information outlined at DNAAdoption.com as well; although set up to cater to the adoption community the advice there can help anyone with a mystery to solve. There are some very useful books too - Blaine Bettinger’s new book “The Family Tree Guide to DNA Testing and Genetic Genealogy” is an excellent overview on the subject and if you’d like to try out some practical exercises try his new workbook “Genetic Genealogy In Practice”. If you would like to read about a successful adoption search I can highly recommend Richard Hill’s book “Finding Family: My Search for Roots and the Secrets in My DNA”. If you use Facebook I recommend following the DNA Detectives and ISOGG groups. The most important thing to do is just to work with your DNA matches as practising is the very best way to become more familiar with the whole process. It can be a rollercoaster ride of emotions so be prepared, be patient and don’t give up.
Links:

AncestryDNA: https://www.ancestry.co.uk/dna
FamilyTreeDNA: https://www.familytreedna.com
23andMe: https://www.23andme.com
LivingDNA: https://www.livingdna.com
MyHeritage: https://www.myheritage.com/dna
GEDMatch: https://www.gedmatch.com/login1.php
ISOGG Wiki: https://isogg.org/wiki/Wiki_Welcome_Page
ISOGG Autosomal DNA Statistics: https://isogg.org/wiki/Autosomal_DNA_statistics
ISOGG DNA Testing for Adoptees: https://isogg.org/wiki/DNA_testing_for_adoptees
Shared CM Project http://thegeneticgenealogist.com/2015/05/29/the-shared-cm-project
DNA Adoption: http://dnaadoption.com/
ISOGG Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/isogg
DNA Detectives Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/DNADetectives
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